
Life goes, and I'm still waiting ...

biostatistics homework

A lot of inspiring is written about how to live well and not to expect! Do not expect - do not build
illusions, do not build illusions - do not disappoint and do not suffer from it. People see what they
are, they are not charming, do not be fooled, create real and strong relationships. Then, when you
do not expect, life is full of surprises! And then I am in bewilderment, I ask myself: "Why, with all the
benefits of life without expectations, I still choose life in expectations? Why do I need it? " And the
benefits turned out to be a lot.

 I do not answer

 When I expect something, I will automatically shift responsibility on another for the development
and outcome of the situation. The other will come, will say how correctly, and even better will make
it: fix it, somehow affect my life, on our relationship. For example: I have a conflict complex situation,
so let the other something will do something, will suit, asks for forgiveness, will decide whether our
relationship continues, and what they will be. Why will another will decide for me? Because it is
bolder, competent, grown? I prefer this to do not think ...

 Pure calm conscience: I am not to blame and always right ...

 Expect - it means to inactivate, and the one who does nothing, he is not mistaken. I'm always right!
There is always one who is to blame in my suffering. It is very convenient. "That's if he did, it would
be good. Now, if the circumstances were the others ... Mom did not like me so, the bosses are
inhuman, God is deaf and unfair. I know how to do well, but what I can ... From me, nothing
depends ... here it depends on them, they should do something. " And I will suffer and signer
doomed. But I'm not guilty, well, and right, of course.

 Avoiding internal emptiness and loneliness

 When I'm waiting, I'm not alone. I seemed to be surrounded by people. I'm talking to them, I prove
something, I express claims, offended. Many emotions and experiences, life is boil! She, however, is
spinning only in my head and real people do not realize it. But this is also a reason to be offended
and expecting to notice, they understood, came up, asked, called, supported. When I expect
something from people, then it seems to me that they also think about me that I also have in my
head too. And I'm not alone! I have a relationship! In the imagination ... well, even if so.

 Security and Comfort

 When I'm waiting, you do not need to open people. It is very risky. They should guess everything
themselves. I am proud and invulnerable. I watch a bird's eye view. Because if you ask, then they
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can refuse, laugh, condemn, ignore. Oh, how it all hurts. And scary. And even such a simple idea
that they can not refuse, help, give and still appeal at the same time, does not outweigh.

 Nothing will change my opinion about me, nothing will force to doubt the correctness of my life that
you need to change something, correct, improve. God forbid, a cunning thought will come: the way I
live, what kind of salary I have, what kind of relationship is the result of only my elections. Here you
can be disappointed in yourself, in your abilities and skills. Well, why is it? In the depths of the soul,
I'm calm and completely convinced that I am the most, just others do not give me to reveal and
implemented. I will not check, it is dangerous.

 Sweet sense of own significance and value

 And in general, it is nice to realize that everything should me: people, peace, life. I am so special
and oh-very important for them! They should think about me all the time and try to improve my life.
They are just obliged to do it! True, from what such fright they should I need it? But these are
already harmful thoughts, they are unsafe for illusions ....

 Where does such firmly falling in the head of the strategy - expect? It seems from childhood.
Somewhere there, in life, adults, omnipotent and almighty people live. And who am I? Nobody, small
and helpless, I do not affect anything and will depend on all. No one notices me, I only prevent
everyone from doing their adults. And it remains to wait until someone from the strengths of this will
suddenly pay attention to me. It is important that others do not have to wait, because they can
change their mind! I am grateful only for noticing me. Oh, I'm not an empty place, I imagine
something! Waited. Here it is, happiness!

 And everything would be fine, only one thing is disturbing: I'm not free and my life depends on
someone else, from some circumstances that will come when they are thinking and everything will
change for the better. How to think that no one should do anything - forgive childhood, hello
loneliness, emptiness, fear, anger, despair and responsibility.

 Waiting - it means not to live, but think that life will begin when the expected will be realized. And in
the meantime there is a life ... And I'm not waiting for me ...


